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From the author of Pigs in the Parlor comes an answer to those struggling with results in the

deliverance ministry. Why does deliverance sometimes fail? This is, in essence, the same question

raised by Jesusâ€™ first disciples. When these disciples were unable to cast out a spirit of epilepsy,

they were puzzled and asked Jesus the reason for their failure. Jesus gave a multi-part answer

which leads us to take into account the petitionerâ€™s faith, the deliverance ministerâ€™s capability,

the spiritual qualifications that must be met, the strength of the spirit confronted and the strategy of

warfare employed. In particular, there are myths, misunderstandings and misinformation concerning

the ministry of deliverance. The first battleground is in the minds of men, where Satan has sown

questions, doubts and fears that become hindrances to involvement in this valid, biblical ministry.

Those who want an answer should be given an answer. Ignorance, prejudice and fear are hurdles

that some sincere Christians must get over before they are willing to become involved in spiritual

warfare. Before one can bring himself to obedience to deal with the devil and demons, certain

obstacles must be overcome in oneâ€™s mind.
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Freedom is a state of being that every human desires. No person wants restrictions placed upon

them by another 'personality'. But almost everyone has certain restrictions that come from sources

we cant identify quickly. Frank Hammond does a good job in assisting us by identifying reasons

many people do not experience joy and peace every day. Read this book and you will understand



what is holding you back from living in complete liberty and freedom in spite of the chaos around

you.

Powerful! Spiritual Warfare is so dangerous you can not operate safely in it without any areas

unlearned. I love how Mr. Hammond breaks every aspect of this subject into teaching segments. He

leaves no gaps in this teaching. As soon as I thought I was done learning about something.. I'd turn

the page and see a deeper teaching. I believe you truly can not teach something unless you teach

the dichotomy (hindrances, blockers or antagonists) of a thing. Thank you Mr. Hammond.

This book opened my eyes, to a lot of spiritual things concerning the devil and how his demons try

to take over and invade, and this book give the details about, how the enemy and his fallen angels

are already defeated thru the cross, Jesus paid it all and the devil don't want u to have faith in it,

because it aborts his plans and actions he can take against u. The one thing that the devil torment

people with is Fear, he wants you to fear him, and he wants seem bigger than he really is, but hr is

actually scared of you gettinb to close with God to defeat him. I love this book,

I'm sure this book might appeal to some and even help them but I've been called to the ministry of

warfare for almost 40 years and the book didn't tell me anything I didn't already know. I was hoping

to learn more but its not as educational as his Pigs in the Parlor book is - which I highly recommend

to anyone interested in demons and deliverance. #knowyourenemy

So many misconceptions that have held Christians from operating in our divine purpose are

dispelled in this book. This book reassures us that we don't have to sit idle and appear defeated. It's

time to walk in the power and anointing we have received through the blood of Christ!

I would of liked the book to have had more to read it was very interesting but its like a short story

you get great information and also for people that don't like to read so much it gets to the point. I

read this book when i went on a fast and had so much clarity on why myself and others have not

reached the deliverance we have desired. I have much respect for this author his wisdom to be

shared and confirming with biblical scripture outstanding.

Awesome! Very simple, to the point, and its recourse is totally Biblical! I love it! A must 'read' if you

always have wondered why you're or someone you know is still bound, despite your prayer efforts!



This book is very educational. I rated it five stars because I learned a lot. Much of information

however, was contradicting much I have been taught and/ or ministered to. The Word confirmed the

teaching. I . Would and will recommend it to others.
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